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Suitable conditions are given under which a diffusion process with a boundary condition remains 
a diffusion process (with a boundary condition) after time reversal. Such conditions are directly 
connected with the existence and smoothness of densities for the associated semi group. Also, 
previous results on this subject are extended. 
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Introduction 
The problem of time reversal for diffusion processes has recently aroused new 
interest in connection with control and smoothing theories (see e.g. [ 16]). 
Let xt be the solution of the stochastic differential system 
dxt = Xo(xt) dt + Xi(xt) dw~, 
i (1 ~ i ~ m) is a standard m dimensional Brownian motion, and define for where wt 
t ~ [0, 1[, gt = x~-t. In [|0, 12] the authors give suitable conditions for xt to be the 
solution of a stochastic differential system 
They also identify the coefficients Xo and X~. The key point is the existence of a 
density for the law of x,, satisfying some regularity and integrability conditions. 
Haussmann and Pardoux [12] have given sufficient conditions directly on Xo, X~ 
(1 <~ i <~ m), and Pardoux [15] has identified the Brownian motion ~, with the help 
of enlargement of the filtration. (Actually the proof of this point given in [10] is 
incorrect.) 
We are interested here in the analogous problem for a diffusion process y, living 
in a domain /5 of R a and satisfying some conditions when hitting the boundary 
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O D, namely Yt is the solution of the stochastic differential system 
dyt = Yo(yt)lo(y,) dt+ Y~(y,)Io(y,) dw~+ Vo(y,)l~,r,(y,) dL, 
+ Vj(y,)loo(y,) dM~, 
p(y,) dL, = lop(y,) dr, 
,yo~ D. 
m 
When the infinitesimal generator A = ½ ~ i__l y2 + Yo of y, is uniformly elliptic, the 
analytical arsenal probably allows an approach as in [ 12, 15], that is the use of the 
associated Kolmogorov's equation (cf. [17]). This approach leads to the use of 
results on parabolic boundary value problems with Neumann or Ventcel conditions. 
These problems have not yet been completely solved (see [19] for recent results), 
and are totally open when A is degenerate. A probabilistic approach of these 
problems will be given in a forthcoming paper [20] by the present author. 
In this paper we take inspiration from the method of Elliott and Anderson [10], 
which is more probabilistic. Conditions on the coefficients to ensure existence and 
regularity for densities of the law of y, are given. These results were obtained in 
[4, 5, 7] by using the stochastic calculus of variations. They are extended in the first 
part of the paper, in order to cover the general hypoelliptic ase, for a first order 
boundary condition. 
For the sake of simplicity we will work in a C °o framework. The reader interested 
in weakening the Coo hypotheses should find all the necessary material in [4, 5, 7] 
and [6]. 
An interesting comparison can be made with the general theory of time reversal 
of Markov processes ([1 ]). 
Notation 
C °, Coo, C~ °, C~' are respectively the spaces of continuous, infinitely differentiable, 
C ~° functions with bounded erivatives of any order and Coo functions with compact 
support. 
If Mt is a co:=~i~mous L 2 martingale, dM, (resp. 8M,) denotes its differential in 
the sense of Stratonovitch (resp. lto). 
If Y is a C °o vector field and f a C ~ function, (Yf) denotes the action of Y on 
f, hence (Y~¢) ~ ( Y(Yf ) ) .  
Throughout his work all the filtrations considered are supposed to satisfy the 
usual hypotheses, and we use the summation convention ~i aib~ = a~b i.
10 D[fl'usion processes with a boundary condi¢ion 
l.A. Definition and notation 
Let D be an open domain of R d, defined as D-{~p(x)>0} where ~p belongs to 
C~(Rd); ~D its boundary is defined as ~D= {tp(x) =0},/5 is its closure. 
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We assume that OD is a C ° hypersurface, that D is bounded, and that for all 
x ~ OD, [V,p (x)[ - i, so that V q,(x) = n(x) is the unitary interior normal at each x e OD. 
Now consider 
Yo, Y,,...,Ym, m + 1 C~ vector fields defined on R d with values in R d 
r+ 1 C~' vector fields defined on OD with values in R d 
lrH 
A=~ ~ Y~+ Yo, 
i=!  
F = ½ ~ V]+ Vo- pA (the boundary operator). 
j=! 
Under the following hypotheses of existence: 
(i) for 
(ii) (Voq~)(x) > O, 
(H.E.) For all x • OD 
it is known [9,14] 
(/2, F~, Pr, Y,, L,, w,, M,), with .It e R d, w, e R", Mt e R r which satisfies 
(i) Yt is continuous, Ft adapted with values in/5, 
(ii) L, is continuous, F, adapted, non decreasing with Lo = 0, and Py a.s. for all 
t~>O, 
o'l~o(ys) dLs Lt, 
(iii) wt, Mt are L 2 continuous F, martingales whose brackets are given by 
(w i, wi),=8ot, (Mi, MJ),=8oL,, (M ~, wJ)t =0, 
(iv) Py a.s. for all t I> 0, 
y ,=y+ l~(y~)Yo(y~)ds+ lD(y~)Y~(y~)dw~ 
fo f' + l,o(.v~) Vo(y~) dL~ + Jo I,D(Y~) V/(y.) dM~. 
(i.o) 
m 
(iii) a2(x) = Y. (Y~,p)2(x)>0 
i=1  
(i.e. OD is noncharacteristic for A), 
that there exists, for all y~/5,  a stochastic process 
Vo, E,. . . ,V,,  
p e C :(oD, R+). 
By Seeley's theorem [8] one can extend the V i (O<~j<~r) and p as C~ ° functions 
on the whole space R a. In the sequel, unless necessary, we shall use this fact without 
further mention. 
We define the second order partial differential operator A and F, written in 
HSrmander's form, by 
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(v) Py a.s. for all t ~> 0 
io io P(Ys) dLs = lm(ys) ds. 
Moreover the family of the Py laws of y, is unique and strong Markov. We shall 
say that y, is a diffusion process associated with the operator A and the boundary 
condition F, or briefly an (A, F)-dittusion. We refer to [9, 14] for all results concern- 
ing (A, F)-dittusions and the corresponding submartingale problem. We just recall 
some of them we need for the sequel. 
There is one degree of freedom in the definition of r "-'~--",,,u~u if we define, r,,.... 
h ~ C®(OD, ÷ R,), 
Io Io L',= h(y~) dL~, M',= h'/2(y~) 8Ms, (1.2) 
the process ( l l ,~,Py, y,,L',, w,,M',) induces an ( A, F/  h )-diffusion. So we can 
choose the values of (Vo~o) on O D. A natural choice is 
(H.N.) (Vo~)(x)=½a2(x) for all xeOD. 
The process L, is called the local time at the boundary of y,. Actually the following 
interpretation (density of occupation time) holds for L,. 
Proposition 1.3 [9]. Let e >0 and De ={xeR a, 0< q~(x) < e}. Assume that (H.E.) 
holds, then 
lira 1 fo Io ~-,o ~e lo~(ys)a2(y~) ds= (Voq~)(y~) dL~ 
where the limit is taken both in L 2 and almost surely, the convergence being uniform 
in t on [0, T] for all T ~ O. 
If we assume moreover that (H.N.) holds then 
Io L, = lira (1 / e) 1 D~ (Ys) ds. ~0 
The interested reader can find more information about local times in [2]. 
It would be more convenient for the reader if we write (1.1) (iv) in Ito's form 
rather than in the Stratonovitch form. The correspondence is given in a local chart 
by 
d O~ d 0 
! bi Oxi" i,j= l cgXi O:x'j ,'= ! 
d 02 a 0 
~,j= l Ox~ Ox i ~-- ! 
with 
m d m 
1 a U- ~ Y~Y{, bi=Y~+~_~ ~, 
k=!  j= l  k=!  axj 
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and similarly for a# and fli, replacing m by r and the Y~'s by the Vj's. In particular 
it is easy to check (F~p)(x)=(Vo¢)(x)=(13~p)(x) for xeOD. The notation is now 
the same as in [17], in particular under (H.N.), Vo can be written as Vo=O/Ov+ 8
where O/Oz, is the so-called "conormal derivative" and 8 satisfies (Sq~)(x)=O for 
x e c~D. Hence Vj, 1 <~j ~< r, and 8 are vector fields acting on the manifold 0D. 
I.B. Smoothness of the laws of an (A, F)-diffusion 
The existence and the smoothness of a density for the law of y, is, at least in D, 
naturally connected, via the Fokker-Planck equation, to the hypoellipticity of the 
operator O/Ot-A*, where A* is the formal adjoint of A. The boundary of course 
introduces ome intricacies. 
A natural sufficient condition for hypoellipticity is H6rmander's hypothesis 
(H.H.) is satisfied at xeR a if Lie(O/Ot+ Yo(x), (Y~(x)); 1 <~ i~ < m) 
spans R a+l, 
or equivalently if Lie((ad Yo(x)) k, ( Y.,(x)); i <~ i~ < m, k~>0) 
spans R a. 
Using the local Malliavin calculus we proved in [4] the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.4. I f  (H.H.) is satisfied at the starting point y and everywhere on the 
boundary, then for all t > 0 the law of yt in D is given by a density p( t, y, . ) ~ Coo(D). 
It is much more difficult to give criteria which guarantee the smoothness of the 
density up to the boundary. A supplementary condition on the boundary is then 
required. We now describe this condition. 
Let z ~ 0D. A local C °o diffeomorphism F on an open neighborhood U of z in 
/5 onto an open set V of R + xR d-~ will be called a local change of coordinates if
F sends UraOD onto Vc~({0}xRd-~); that is if (U, F) is a local chart at z. 
Define Y~(x)=(F*Y~)(x)=((dF/dx)Y~)(F-~(x)), and similarly Vj=(F*Vj), 
that is Y[ and Vj are respectively the push-forward of Y~ and Vj by F. 
Then F(y,) is a local (A', F')-diffusion starting from F(y) for all y~ U with 
p'= po F -~, that is F(y,) behaves like the (A', F')-diffusion until the first exit time 
of V. (For D=R.  xR d-~ we choose q,(x)= x'.) 
We make the following definition. 
Definition 1.5. A point z e c~D is called a very good point if there exists a local change 
of coordinates F such that, if Y[ = F* Yi and V~ = F* Vj, the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Y~l------1 and Y~-O for 2<~i<~m, 
Y~J-o for 2<~j<~d, 
1, 
The vector space spanned by Y~(F(z) ) , . . . ,  Y ' (F (z ) )  and all the Lie brackets 
at F(z) of Y~), Y~, . . . ,  Y" where one of the Y~, . . . ,  Y" appears at least 
once, is full in g~d. 
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Then (U, F) is called a very good local chart. If all the boundary points are very 
good we shall say that O D is very good. 
Note that if OD is very good, (H.H.) is satisfied at every boundary point. 
In [3], Bismut has used the stochastic alculus of variations on the excursions of 
the process in order to prove that p(t, y , . )  belongs to C°°(/5), for a very good 
boundary in the non sticky case (p --- 0). In [5] we developed a calculus of variations 
on the reflected Brownian motion which allowed us to extend this result to a 
particular sticky case. Let us recall these results. 
Theorem 1.6 [4]. Assume that (H.E.) is satisfied, that (H.H.) is satisfied at y and 
that the boundary is very good. Let P( t, y,. ) be the Py law of Yr. Suppose one of the 
following two conditions holds: 
(1) p ' is constant 
(H.S.) 
(2) Vj=-O for l <~j<~r (oblique derivative condition), and p(x)>O on 
OD. 
Then, Jbr all t > O, we have the following decomposition: 
P( t, y, dx)= 1 D(x)p( t, y, X) dx + lao(x)q( t, y, X) dff/(x) 
where p(t, y, . )e C°°(D), q(t, y, . )e C°°(OD) and dr~ is the natural area measure on 
OD associated with the Leray form defined by d~o ^  r~ = dx ~ ^ .  • • ^  dx d (see [ 11 ]). 
+ 
Moreover, for any multiindex a, ( t, x) ~-~ ( O ~ / Ox ~ )p ( t, y, x) is continuous on R .  x D, 
and for any very good local chart (U, F) we have the following estimate: 
~-'-x~P(t,y,x) <~c(a)(l  ^ t ^ dist(x, OD)) -"(Ixl+d/2) 
for x ~ U c~ 19, where n is a given constant depending only on ( U, F) and on the vector 
fields. 
Finally for any differential operator D~ of order a on O D and every T>0,  
(t, x )~ D~q(t y, x) is bounded on [T, +oo[ xOD. 
Theorem 1.7 [5]. Under the hypotheses of (1.6) and (H.S.I), p(t, y,.  )~ C~(D) for 
every t>O, and (t, x)~-->(O~/Ox~)p(t, y, x) is continuous on R .x  D. 
Instead of conditions on the Y[, V~ and p' it is more convenient to give conditions 
we can check directly on the Y~, Vj and p. Unfortunately there are no equivalent 
conditions we can give in a simple form, but only sufficient ones. 
Proposition 1.8. (1) I f  Lie( Y l (z ) , . . . ,  Ym (z)) spans R d, z is a very good point. 
(2) l f  z is a very good point and p(x)a2(x)/( Voq~)(x) is constant in a neighborhood 
of z, then there exists a ve~" good local change of coordinates such that p' is constant. 
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Proof. The proof of part (1) is in [5, Section 2]. Part (2) is based on two remarks. 
First if we use the degree of freedom in the choice of L, or of (Voq,) we also 
introduce a modification on p such that the ratio p/(Vocp) is still unchanged. Secondly 
if two local changes of coordinates F and G are such that Floo = Gl o then the 
ratios (a')2/V~ l, where a '2=~(Y~l )  2, are equal on {xl=0}. Therefore it seems 
difficult to improve the condition stated in (2) to insure that p' is constant. 
In the rest of this section we are going to show that (1.7) remains true when 
(H.S.1) is replaced by (H.S.2). The relationship between p(t, y,.  ) and q(t, y,.  ) also 
will be explained. 
From now we assume that the hypothesis (H.S.2) of (1.6), and (H.N.) arefulfiUed. 
The first step consists in showing that p(t, y,. ) extends in a weak sense up to the 
boundary. 
o 
Definition 1.9 [8]. Let u ~ ~' (D) .  One says that u belongs to ~ ' (D)  if u extends to 
an element of ~'(R'~). One says that u admits a sectional trace you on ~D ":f for 
each z ~ OD one can find a local chart (U, F)  at z such that for every f¢ C~°(U), 
fa  is a continuous function of x ~ with values in ~'(R a-~) for x ~ ~>0 sufficiently 
small, where ~ is the image of u by F. 
Proposition 1.10. For each t > O, p( t, y, . ) admits a sectional trace on OD and 
~/op( t, y, . ) = q( t, y, . )/ p( . ). 
Proof. Since the result is of local nature we may assume that D=R.  x R d-~. 
Thus p(t,y, .)~ C~(D)nL~(D)  can be extended by symmetry to a function of 
L~(R a) and ( t ,x )~p( t ,y ,x )~ ' ( [ t~, t2 ]×D)  for every 0<t~ <t2. 
Moreover (t, x )~p( t ,  y, x) satisfies the Kolmogorov equation 
(O-A* )p( t ,y ,x )=O in D (in the sense of distributions). 
Because ]t~, t2[ × OD is noncharacteristic for O/Ot-A*, we deduce from [8, Chap- 
ter 5, Theorem 2.9, Remark 2.11] that (t, x )~p( t ,  y, x) admits a sectional trace on 
]t~, t2[ × OD. 
In order to compute ~/op(t, y, x) we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.11. Let u ~ ~' (D)  such that ~/oU exists. The generic point of D is denoted 
by (x~,~)~R,  xR d-l. Define Jo u(x~,') dx~ by 
Io u(xl, ") dx l , f  = (u(xl, . ) , f )  dx l 
for f ~ C~(R a-:) and e small enough. Then 
lim 1 u(xl, ") dx I = ~oU in N'(Na-1). 
e-~O £ 
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Proof of the lemma. Since yoU exists x '~(u(x~,  • ) , f )  is continuous in a neighbor- 
E 
hood of O. Hence e~o (u (x l , . ) , f )dx  ' is ditterentiabie at 0 with derivative 
(yoU, j~. 0 
Let heC~]t , ,  t2[ andfe  ~° d Co (i~ -'). We extend f and P as C °o functions on R a 
such that f (x ' ,~)=f (~)  ,~ad o(x',  ~)= 0(£). According to (1.3) we have 
J'(~)h(s)q(s, y, ~) d~ ds 
• ] t ! D 
= E[1,D(Ys)h(s)f(y~)] ds
= E[ I , '  2 h(s)f(ys)p(y~)dL~] 
limE[1 f '~ ] = - lo.(y~)h(s)f(y~)p(y~) ds . (1.12) 
e--,0 E . /q  .I 
Because of the L 2 convergence we can exchange the expectation and the limit, hence 
the above is 
=limlfo f' f. ~o-~ ~-, h(s)t,(~)f(~)t,(s, y, (x', ~)) d~ ds dx' 
I 
= lim 1 [~ (p(. ,  Y, (x ' , - ) )p( .  ), h(. )f(- )) dx' 
e-*0 E ./o 
=(yo(p( ' )p( ' ,y , . ) ) ,h ( . ) f ( . ) )  (Lemma (1.11)). 
Hence Yo(PP)=q, and since p > 0, YoP = q/p in the case  D=R:XR d-1. The result 
remains true for a general D because we have chosen ~o such that IV~ol- 1 on 0D. n 
From (1.10) one sees that p(t, y, x) is a solution of the Dirichlet problem 
o in ]t,, t~ r × D, 
(1.13) 
"yop=q/p on ]h,h[xOD. 
In [6] we have studieu the Diri~hlet problem for degenerate s cond order operators 
with the h6Ip of probabilistic toals, in particular the Malliavin calculus. In o,'der 
to prove the smoothness of p up to 0D we want to use the following theorem which 
is derived easily from the proof Theorem 5.3 of [6]. 
Theorem 1.14. Let u ~ ~'( ]h ,  t2[ ×/5) be a solution of the Dirichlet problem 
you = g on ]h,  t2[ x OD. 
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Let (U, F) be a very good local chart. I f  
g ~ ck+2([ tl, t2] x ( U n 0D)),  
then 
u~Ck ' ( ] t l , t2 [x  U) with k' =k-3 - (d /2 ) .  
Moreover, for every compact subset I x K of  ]h,  t2[ x U one has 
Unfortunately q has no a priori regularity in t, so we cannot directly apply the 
preceding theorem. This leads us to introduce new functions. 
Definition 1.15. Let (U, F) be a very good local chart. For every a > 0, n ~ N and 
t ~ ]h,  t2[ we define 
P~(t,y,x) 
= . . .  e-^(s, - ' )p(s i ,y~x)ds~. . .ds ,  for x~ UnD,  
n 2 
Q~(t,y,x) 
= . . .  e-~(s,-')q(s~,y,x)ds~ . . .ds .  for x~ Uc~OD. 
n 2 
According to (1.6) these definitions make sense. Moreover one can differentiate 
under the integral sign to obtain 
( t, x)~--> Q~( t, y, x) e C"-~'~([ tl , t2]x ( U nOD)),  (1.16) 
that is, it is a C "-1 function in (t, x) and is of C ~° class in x; and 
O~Q~(t,y,x)= . . .  e-^",-°O°~q(s~,y,x)ds~ . . .ds ,  
J t d st, J s2 
(t, x )~,  P~(t, y, x )e  C°~(]t,, t2[ x ( U n D)). (1.17) 
Indeed, H6rmander's Theorem [13] tells us that p(t, y, x) ~ C~(R,  x ( U n D)), and 
the derivatives of P~ are obtained by differentiation under the integral sign. 
Moreover, P~ is a solution of the Dirichlet problem 
A,),: =0 in ]t~, t2[ x ( U n D), 
(1.18) 
yopA = QA/p on ]t~, t2[ x (U nOD). 
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Let I x K be a given compact subset of ]tl, t2[ × U, and I x M be any compact 
subset of l x (K  c~D). In particular Mc(UnD)  so that p(t ,y,x)  is C °O in (t,x) 
on • .xM.  From 1.14, (1.16) and since O~q is bounded on [h,  +oo[ x0D one has 
(1) PA~ck ' ( ]h ,h [X  U) with k '=n-4 - (d /2 ) ,  
(2) -~. (1.19) 
On the other hand since p is Coo on R~ x M, one immediately obtains 
t9 ~ Or, 
lim A"~P~(t ,y ,x )=~x~P( t ,y ,x )  uniformly on l xM.  (1.20) 
,~ ~... + oo oa X a 
From (1.19) and (1.20) we obtain 
IIp(t,y,.)llc:'<m<-c(K,n) independently of M for all te l ;  (1.21) 
that is p and all its derivatives in x are bounded on (K n D). It follows that 
p e Coo(K) for all t e I. Now we can state the following result. 
Theorem 1.22. Assume that (H.E.) and (H.N.) are fulfilled, that (H.H.) is satisfied 
at y and that the boundary is very good. I f  furthermore one of (H.S.1) or (H.S.2) is 
fulfilled then for all t > 0 the law P( t, y, dx) of y, is given by 
P(t, y, dx) = 1D(x)p( t, y, X) dx "3 U lao(x)p(x)p( t,y, X) drfi (x), 
where p( t, y, . ) ~ C°°(/5) and ( t, x)~(O~/Ox~)p( t, y, x) is continuous on R .  x D for 
all multi.index a. 
ProoL When (H.S.1) is satisfied the assertion on p is just 1.7. From what precedes, 
if (H.S.2) is satisfied we only have to prove the continuity ;:, (t~ x). We know that 
(t, x)~(O~/Ox~)p(t, y, x) is continuous on R ,x  D and bounded on I x /~ for every 
compact interval I of R, (1.21). o 
Let ( U, F) be a very good local chart, (t, x) ~ i x (c~D n U) and e > 0. If (t', x') 
belongs to i x U and ~ ~ U n D we have 
[O~p( t, y, x ) - O~p( t', y, x')l 
<~ lOOp(t, y. x) -O"p( t, y, x)l + Io p(t, y, ~) -a~p( t', y, 
+ lo~p( t', y, ~) -o~p( t', y, x')[ 
<~sup sup IId (o p(s, y, z))ll(Ix- l+lx'- l)+la p(t, y
z~O s~! 
-O~p(t', y, ~)l- (1.23) 
We can choose 7/> 0 and J? such that for Ix'- x[ < 1,/the first term is less than e/2. 
Now ~? being kept fixed in D we can choose ~' such that for It'-t[ < 7/' the second 
term is also less than e 12. 
Finally, the relationship between q and p is a consequence of Proposition 1.10 
if p > 0. If o - -0  it is proved in [7] that P(t, y, aD)=0.  ~i~he proof is complete. O 
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Remark. Under (H.N.), (H.S.1) becomes: p is constant. In the case p-- 0 we proved 
that P(t, y, OD)= 0 for a non necessarily very good boundary by a direct martingale 
method in [7]. 
2. Time reversal 
We shall now give sufficient conditions for the time reversed process fi, = y~_, to 
remain a diffusion process with a boundary condition and at the same time exhibit 
the associated operators A and/~. 
2.A. Statement of  the result 
For t e [0r 1[ we write 
w 
fit = Yl-t, Lt = L2 - Ll-t,  Gt = cr(~s, 0 <~ s <~ t), 
made right continuous and completed by the Py null sets of G1. 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.22 we may define the functions 
tr,(t, y, z) =div Y~(z) + lpti-,.y,z)#o( Y~(log p))(l - t, y, z) 
m 
for l<<-i<~m and zeD,  
O i (z )=(Y i tp) (z )=(Y i (z ) ,n (z ) )  for l<~i<~m and zeOD, 
tpj(t, y, z) ~ c!iv V~(z)+ lpt~_t,y:)#o(Vj(logp))(1-t,y, z) 
for l<~j<~r and zeOD,  
and the following vector fields defined on [0, 1[ xR a or [0, 1[ x/~D 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
~=Yi  forl<~i<~m, ~=Vj  forl<~j<~r, 
~'o = - yo+ triy', (2.3) 
~ro = - Vo + tpj W + O, Y', 
and finally the operators 
m r 
Z ?o, E (2.4) 
i=1  j= l  
Theorem 2.5. We assume that the hypotheses of  (1.22) are satisfied. Then there exists 
an extension (K~, C,,, Py) of  (L2, G,, Py) and continuous L 2, G, martingales ffp,, M, 
whose brackets are given by 
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such that, 13y a.s. for all t ~ [0, 1 [, 
Io Io • =)7o+ lo (g )  Yo(~) ds+ 1O(g) ~(kTs) dw~ 
+ 1.D(.~) "Po(g) d£, + l~D(g) g(.l~) d~r{ 
(where criOSs) -- (r~(s, y, )5~) idem jor ¢j05~)), and 
Io 12 o(.~) d£~ - 1.o(.~) ds. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
m 
Remarks. We may say that 37, (0~< t < 1) is an (A, F)-diffusion. Of ceurse the time 
appears explicitly in the coefficients, but we can add to yt another coordinate u, 
such that du, = 1o(y,) dt+ loo(Yt)P(Y,) dLt =dr, starting from 0. Then ri, = u~_, is 
equal to 1 - t  and satisfies da, = 1O(P,) dt+ loo()St)p07,) d/St and rio= 1. So 07t, fl,) 
is an (A+(O/Ou), ff -p(O/Ou))-diffusion. 
We do not know if c,i and q~j are continuous, or even bounded. Consequently 
there is no a priori result of existence for the stochastic integral system (2.6)-(2.7). 
As in [ 10, 12], for (2.6) to make sense it is enough to check 
for all t~ [0, 1[, E l i  o' < +00. 
(2.8) 
Lemma 2.9. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5, (2.8) holds. 
Proof. Consider first cri. Then 
E llo(Ys)~,,Y,(Y,)l ds] 
(p(l-s,y, z)ldiv r,(z)l+l(Y,p)(1-s,y, z)l) ds dz 
which is finite according to the results of the first section. 
We car, do the same with q~j when p>0,  replacing d/Ss by 1/pds. When p=0 
we have to use 1.3. For all k ~ ~1 we have 
E 1 ~D(Ys)(I~Pj V (Ys)l ^  k) d =lim G,k, (2.10) 
~' "~ 0 • 
with 
e Ldo 
~,,,(Y~)(i,jvj(Y~)l ^ k) as]. 
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Now 
IG ,,,I (p(1-s,y,z)ldiv Vj(z)l+l(Vjp)(1-s,y,z)l)dzds. 
E e 
Hence ]G~,k] <~ c(t), where c(t) does not depend on k and can be chosen indepen- 
dently on e. Then the expression i  (2.10) is uniformly bounded in k. El 
2.B. Proof of the theorem 
First note that J~t, L~, G, satisfy the conditions (1.1)(i), (ii) and (2.7). That L", is 
adapted to G, is a consequence of 1.3. More precisely, we can and will choose such 
a version of L,. 
Now the statement of Theorem 2.5 is equivalent to the martingale problem: 
(M.P.) For every f ~ C2(/5) 
Io Io f (g ) - f (Yo) -  Af(g) ds -  r f (g )  d/-~s 
is a continuous L 2, Gt local martingale. 
The proof of this equivalence is as in [9, Theorem 16], just taking care of the 
integrability of the processes as in Lemma 2.9. 
By Ito's formula we get 
f(.~,) -f(.~o) + Io' Af(y ) ds + L 
! 
(Xt_,-Xi~)+ (Z{_,- Z{), (2.11) =y~ i 
i= l  j= l  
where 
L X~ = lo(Ys)(Y~f)(Ys) 8w~, Z~= l~o(Ys)(Vjf)(ys) 8M{ 
(here we do not use the summation convention). 
Define X~ (resp. Z~) as the optional projection of X'~_,-X'~ (resp. Z~_,-Z~) 
where the optional o--field is relative to the filtration G~. Since the left-hand side of 
(2.11) is G, adapted, (2.11) remains true when we replace the right-hand side by 
y. x'+, 2'/. 
~=! j--I 
i i t Since t X~_t-X~ is continuous, it is known that t~-->X ~is cadlag (as is 2~) 
Moreover, X~ belongs to L ~, so that it is right continuous in L ~ (as is 2~). 
-i and 2~ are 67, semi-martingales. We therefore use the We want to prove that X t 
following result of Stricker. 
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Theorem 2.12 [i8]. Let z, be a G, adapted process right continuous in L 1. Then z, is 
a Gt quasimartingale (resp. martingale) for 0 <~ t<~ T if and only if 
~o r E[ lE[z ,+n - z, /  G,]l] dt  = O( h ) (resp. o( h ) ). 
Lemma 2.13. Under the hypotheses of Theorem (2.5), for 0<~ i <~ m, one has 
lira l /h  E [ .~+h- .~/G, ] -  lD( .~)(Y2f ( ,~)+tr , ( l~f ) (g) )ds  
h~O + .I t 
weakly in L l for every t ~ [0, 1[. 
f t+h } - j ,  i~D(y,)0,(~f)(~s) d/.7,, =0 
Proof. From the definition E[R~+h-X~/G, ]=-E[X~ -X '  -t l - t -h/Gt].  From the 
Markov property, this is equal to -E[X~_t ' - -XI -t -h/Yt- , ] .  Let T= 1 - t .  For g~ 
C~°(L)) we obtain by Ito's formula that 
E[g(yr)(X~- ' x~_  )] 
] (x l  ' = - -Xr -h) ( lo (y , )Ag(y , )+ l~o(y,)Fg(y,) dL,) 
-h  
] + E ( Y~g)(Y~)(Yd)(Y~)ID(y~) ds . (2.14) 
-h  
First we prove that all terms where X~ - X~r_h appears are o(h). It is well known that 
IlL ]1 E (x l  ' -Xr -h ) lD(y~)Ag(y , )ds  <~ K(f, ,g)h a/2 (2.15) -h  
(see for instance [10]). The same estimate holds for integral with respect o dL~ 
when p > 0, because in this case dL, = 1/p ds. If p -0 ,  let e = h TM with 0< a < ½. 
Then 
l[ I  If E 1,~L,(Y,)(XI--X~r-h)Fg(y,)dL~ <~K(fg) (C ,+C2) ,  T-h  
with 
and 
sup 
T-h<~s<~ T 
, ]] - XT -h l (L r - -  L r -h ) /Y r -h  
sup 
T-h<~s<~ T 
]] -Xr -n l (L r -L r -h ) /y r - ,  ,
( /here  stands for conditional expectation). 
(2.16) 
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Because p-=0, Py(Yr-h E ~gD) = 0. Using classical estimates on the local time it is 
easy to check that 
C1 <~ Chpv(yr-h ~ D~)<~ C'h 3/2-~. 
Starting from an interior point, the local time does not increase until the first time 
the process hits the boundary. Therefore, in C2 we can take the conditional expecta- 
tion at the first boundary hitting time after T -h .  Then 
C2 < - CPr(Yr_h ~ D-D~ and Ys reaches 0D for an s ~ ]T -h ,  T]) 
~< C' exp-  h -2" (see for instance [ 14, p. 342]. 
We only have to integrate by parts in the remaining term: 
E[1o(Ys)( YJ)(y~)( Y~g)(Ys)] = f ( YJ)(z)( ~g)(z)p(s, y, z) dz. 
JD 
By Stokes theorem, we see that this is 
(2.17) 
= - Jo  g(z){( Y2f(z)+div Yi(z)" ( YJ)(z)p(s, y, z)+( YJ)(z)( Yip)(s, y, Z)} dz 
- f g(z)( YJ)(z)( Yiq~)(z)p(s, y, Z) drfi(z). 
da D 
If p(s,y, z )=0 for a ze D, z is a local minimum so Vzp(s,y, z)=0. This allows us 
to identify the integral on D with 
-E[  1 o(Ys)( Y2f(ys) + or,( YJ)(Ys))g(Ys)]. (2.18) 
The integral on a D can also immediately be identified when p > 0 with 
-E[  lao(ys)(1/p(ys))( YJ)(Ys)( Y~)(Ys)g(Ys)] (2.19) 
(see (1.12)). We deduce from (2.18), (2.19) and dLs = 1/p(ys) ds that 
E " [g(yr)(X~ 
[I ] =-E  g(ys)lo(ys)[Y2f(ys)+Cr,(Y~f)(ys) d  
T-h 
-E  g(ys)laD(y~)O,(YJ(y~)dL, +o(h). 
T-h 
If O -  0 this equality can be established in exactly the same way as in the proof of 
(1.10), using (1.3) again. To complete the proof it remains to show that 
E (g(ys)-g(yr)){lo(y,)(Ye~f(Ys)+Cri(YJ)(Y~)) ds 
T-h "1 
+ lao(y~)O,( YJ)(Y~) dLs}l =o<h) 
J 
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When p > 0 this follows easily from (2.8) and the time continuity of y~, as in (2.15). 
If p - 0 it suffices to follow the proof of the estimate (2.16). We make use of classical 
estimates on llhe modulus of continuity of y, and L,, namely y,-y~ (resp. L,-L~) 
is like ( t - s )  ~/4 (resp. ( t - s )  !/'-) in all the L p, so we just have to choose a strictly 
less than ~. UI 
Lemma 2.20. Under the hypotheses of Theorem (2.5), for 1 <~j <~ r, one has 
lim E[2~+h-2~/Gt]- 1,o(~)(V~f(g)+q,j(Vjf)(g))dEs 
h~O + 
weakly in L l for all t ~ [0, 1[. 
=0 
Proof. The proof is similar to the preceding one. If p > 0 we may integrate by parts 
on O D for each fixed s, since (Vj,p)-= 0 on O D. If p-= 0 we have again to use (1.3). 
We then make an integration by pa~s in D~, using Stokes theorem. Because (Vj~p) - 0 
on OD we can extend Vj on the whole space in such a way that (Vj,p)=o(e) on 
{cp(x) = e}. Thus the surface integrals we obtain are either zero on OD, or o(e) on 
{ q, (x) = e }, and so disappear in the limit. 
From Lemmas 2.13 and 2.20 and Theorem 2.12 it can be shown, as in [10] 
Theorem 4.6, that X~ and 2~ are G, semi-martingales (cadlag), such that one 
decomposition of )~i and Z~ is given by 
Io RI -  1D(.fs)( Y~f(.~)+o',( YJ)(.~)) ds 
.Io ' + + NI(x) (2.21) 
Io 
where/V~(X) and N~(Z) are cadlag G, martingales. Of course, because of (2.11), 
Y~i~! N~(X)+Y.~=~/VI(Z) is a G~ continuous martingale. It is easily seen that this 
is exactly the formulation of the martingale problem (M.P.). The proof is com- 
plete, r-l 
Remark. It must be emphasized that we cannot explicitly exhibit the ~, and M as 
in [15] for the case without boundary. In our problem such a result seems very 
difficult to obtain. 
2.C. Complements 
Theorem 2.5 can be extended, with some technical diffÉculties, 9 the case of an 
unbounded omain D, by changing the hypotheses as follows. 
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(1) Change the strict positivity assumption i  (H.E.)(ii) and (iii) and in (H.S.2) 
for p, into a uniform minoration by a strictly positive constant. 
(2) Assume that (H.H.) is satisfied everywhere in D, or uniformly on {0~ ~(x) < 
/3} for some/ /> 0, (see [4] for this idea). 
(2.5) also extends immediately tothe case of an initial random variable Yo instead 
of an initial point y. Of course Yo must satisfy some conditions [14] and (H.H.) 
must be fulfilled on the support of the law of Yo. In particular, if the law of yo has 
a density of the form 
Po(y)l D(y) dy+ qo(y)lao(Y) d~(y),  
it makes sense to look at the problem of time reversal on the closed interval [0, 1 ]. 
The only new thing we then have to prove is that is still true to (2.8) up and including 
time 1. Because all the coefficients are bounded, the only remaining difficulty is to 
get an estimate of quantities like 
f o ~~ fo lVzp(s, y, s)[Po(y) dy ds dz. 
Some elements will be given in [20]. It is also interesting to find conditions under 
which the density is strictly positive, and then bounded from below. This problem 
will be tackled in [20]. 
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